As people age, they experience characteristic, generally subtle, changes in almost all bodily functions, including brain function.
As people age, they experience characteristic, generally subtle, changes in almost all bodily functions, including brain function. 1 Psychomotor speed slows detectably across the adult lifespan. 2 By age 50, many people have noticed that their memory is not as good as it was when they were younger; if it troubles them enough to seek medical evaluation, they are said to have a subjective memory complaint. Many people with a subjective memory complaint have cognitive test score abnormalities, often at a rate higher than those who are not troubled by their memory 3 ; of these, many go on to develop dementia.
The evaluation of people with cognitive impairment who do not meet the criteria for dementia is an area of intense investigation. No group has contributed more than the Mayo Clinic investigators. They have reified criteria for mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and identified subtypes. People with MCI can be found with and without a predominant amnestic component, and further with and without impairment in other cognitive domains. Some subsequent epidemiologic reports appeared to contradict some of the initial estimates of the risk conferred by MCI. As Roberts et al. 4 point out in this issue of Neurology ® , discrepant estimates could be traced to many causes, epidemiologic studies sampling a different group than did the initial clinic-based MCI studies. Typically, these studies lacked sufficient data to replicate the MCI criteria, especially as subtypes began to be defined with more precision.
Against this background, the epidemiologic data from the Mayo Clinic Study of Aging are of interest to anyone concerned with how brain function changes with age. The study defined MCI and subtypes prospectively, and not from retrofitted diagnostic criteria. The data allow for the burden of MCI to be estimated and for insights from the clinic-based studies to be explored. Briefly, the authors found that the incidence of MCI was not inconsiderable-about 64 per 1,000 in people aged 70 -89 over 2-4 years, with the great majority of people assessed at least 3 times. Perhaps a bit surprisingly, given that women at any age generally accumulate more deficits than men do, 5 the incidence of MCI and its 2 main subtypes (amnestic and nonamnestic) was higher in men. This finding would not have been obvious from other incidence investigations, but notably was present in the prevalence estimates from the Mayo Clinic study. 6 The authors considered several factors that might confound the relationship, or at least modify the effect, especially interactions between sex and age, or education or marital status, but conclude that it is a valid finding. They also noted elements from other studies that would support a greater MCI burden among men.
Finding a difference between men and women in the incidence of MCI is not a small thing. That is because much of the interest in MCI stems from its widely confirmed status as a risk for progression to dementia. Given that women tend to have a higher risk of dementia than do men, and that even in Olmsted County, dementia incidence is similar between men and women, it is unclear how to square more men in the at-risk state not translating into more men with dementia.
In general, men tolerate deficits less well than women do-while women might have more things wrong at any age, they can live with them longer than men do; for men, deficits more often are fatal. 5 In consequence, the risk of death might be higher for men with MCI, thereby not allowing them to live long enough to develop dementia. (It is noteworthy, however, that the incidence rates here did not much change when data from medical records were included for subjects lost to follow-up.)
A rather more optimistic possibility than differential mortality might emerge by looking at another group who do not fit the usual continuous progression from no cognitive impairment to mild cognitive impairment to dementia. Intriguingly, Roberts et al. report that about one-third of people initially diagnosed with MCI were subsequently diagnosed at least once with no cognitive impairment. (The term used is "reverted to normal," which sounds oddly pejorative, implying more regression than recovery.) The proportion of people who improved at least once is not without precedent, especially in epidemiologic studies, even when only incident cases are considered. 7 Improvement compared with progression is an important challenge to the conventional view that MCI criteria imply a risk of dementia, but it might represent more.
Objectively verified improvement in cognition would be expected if cognitive aging represents not just relentless decline-the brain as innocent bystander-but the outcomes of a struggle between insults and repair mechanisms. Evidence for this can be seen in studies, now often advanced to therapeutics, that employ ideas like cognitive flexibility 8 and brain plasticity. 9 Men and women experience these effects in different ways. For example, sex modifies the protective effect of exercise on cognition. 10 In women, exercise is associated more with a mortality benefit, whereas in men, the positive effect of exercise is more of a cognitive improvement. Therefore, why men have a higher incidence of MCI but a lower incidence of dementia may come about from how they express the later-life dynamics of cognition. For some men, MCI represents incomplete disease expression; alternately, they resist dementia development more. In that way, MCI in men could lend some insight into what prevented dementia might look like. Whether this explanation holds depends, as the authors propose, on further investigation of risk factors for MCI separately in men and in women. 
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